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Sept. 26- Sept. 30

Home Start School 
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Monday 9/26/2022 Lessons

Weekly Concepts Overview:
Letter: I 
Phonological Awareness: Beginning Sounds
Writing: Stretching Sounds and Using Sentence Stems 
ELA:  Apples! 
Math: Number of the day 6-10

*You will need some apples and applesauce this week. Making applesauce 
from the apples is super fun and easy. Recipe included. 

Phonics: 

1. Introduce the letter Ii. Explain that the letter Ii is a vowel. Vowels have 
two sounds. Ii can say /i/ or /ī/. (short or long sound). 

2. Practice “sky writing” the letter Ii. Make sure you are using the proper 
letter formation. 
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3. Ask, “Can you think of a word that starts with Ii?” Write down on paper/in 
blue ELA journal as many words as you and your child can think of in a circle 
map like shown. 

Ii

ice

ice cream

igloo
inchworm

is

ititch

Phonological Awareness: 

1. Introduce beginning sounds by watching this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQx-MJVUIzc

2. Continue to practice finding the beginning sound by using letters we 
know. Say the word “tip.” Ask if your child knows what letter it starts 
with. Tt! Say the word “bat.” Can they hear that it starts with b? Continue 
with “fin, Nut, and Mat” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQx-MJVUIzc
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Writing: 
1. Say, “Today we are going to work on stretching words to hear the 
sounds. We are going to watch a book called “Flashlight.” There is a little 
boy in the forest, and he brings his flashlight to discover things. When he 
shines the flashlight on something, we are going to try to spell it!” 

2. Watch the book and pause each time the flashlight is on something: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NeDgkfYFdy8

3.  Stop at the first one. A shoe. Say, “ We are going to pretend we have a 
rubber band in our hands that we will stretch as we say the word. 
“shhhhhoooooeeee” (pretend to stretch a rubber band). 

4. The next one we are going to stretch our rubber band and then write 
the word! “bbbaaaaatttt.” Try to have your child write the word bat. This 
may be “bt.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NeDgkfYFdy8
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5. Continue watching the book and stretching out sounds. Write down the 
words that you think are easier. Don’t focus on spelling. 

6. Continue with “Great job! I want you to feel brave and know that you can 
stretch out ANY word you want to in your writing, just by saying the word and 
listening for the sounds. When you get stuck, think of our rubber band trick!”

7. Allow for independent writing time. Encourage words on the paper, either 
labeling or down below the story. 

ELA: Apples!

1. Make circle map about apples. Your child can help add words that describe 
apples. Have an apple available to eat to help them describe it. 

2.  Have a discussion about which of the 5 senses they used when describing 
the apple. Did they taste the sweet apple, feel the smooth skin, hear the 
crunch, smell it? 
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1. Introduce the number 6 by watching the Sesame Street video at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-usguSrIpM

2. Ask: “What is the number of the day!?” six! Ask your child to clap 6 times. 
Stomp 6 times. Sky write 6 multiple times. 

3. Make a circle map showing all the ways to show the number 6 like you did 
before. Make sure to show the number in written form, on a ten frame 
(example below), dice, in tally marks, in picture form, and on a number line. 

5. Explain that the number 6 is equal to 6 ones. If you put 6 ones together, 
they will make 6! Begin to practice counting 1-6. Practice counting  
backwards as well. Can they start at any number and continue counting?

Math: 

Number of the day: 6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-usguSrIpM
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Tuesday 9/27/2022 Lessons

Phonics:

1. Review the letter Ii by revisiting your circle map from yesterday. 

2. Watch the letter Ii video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_gJVJvOA3Q
Have your child sky write along with the video. 

3. Throughout the day, try to find other words that start with Ii and add to the 
circle map. 

Phonological Awareness: Beginning Sounds

1. Say, “Listen to the word: May.” Ask, “What is the first sound you hear in the 
word? /m/

2. Continue with the words sun, nut, cup, top. Notice you aren’t asking for the 
letter, just for them to repeat the first sound. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_gJVJvOA3Q
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Writing:

1. You will be modeling your own story, so have extra paper on hand. 

Say, “ I feel like writing a story too! Will you watch and help me when I ask for 
help? Great!  Ok, my story is about when I was a kid and I went on vacation 
and I got to ride in an airplane for the first time! (if this isn’t true, write about 
anything that is true for you). 

2. Begin to draw your picture with the airplane in the sky. Don’t take too long 
on the picture- we want the focus to be on the writing. 

3. Once done, explain that you want to write a sentence below the story like 
in a real book. You want to write “The plane is in the sky.”

4. Ask your child to help with the writing. Write “the” and then work together 
to sound out “plane.” “/p/” hmmm what letter says /p/? Let’s look at our ABC 
chart! I see a pumpkin and pumpkin has the same sound as plane! Let’s use 
that letter- Pp.” You will go through like this until you spell plane. Remember, 
just focus on the sounds- so leave off that silent e. 

5. Do the same thing for the word “sky.” 

6. If your child feels up to it, let them write a story and try a sentence. If not, 
it is ok! They worked hard to help you! 
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ELA: Apple Life Cycle

1. Watch this book about an apple tree’s life cycle: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=APqX79n_SZw&ab_channel=MissJess
ica

2. Talk about what happened to the apple tree during each season. 

3. Complete the Apple Tree Seasons paper by drawing an apple tree in the 
different seasons. 

Math:
Number of the day: 7
1. Introduce the number 7 by watching the Sesame Street video at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BdU7sH2LdMk

2. Ask: “What is the number of the day!?” seven! Ask your child to clap 7 
times. Stomp 7 times. Sky write 7 multiple times. 

3. Make a circle map showing all the ways to show the number 7 like you did 
before. Make sure to show the number in written form, on a ten frame, in 
tally marks, in picture form, and on a number line I also like to introduce 
how the number will look on a domino. This will help with composing and 
decomposing numbers. The number 7 on a domino may look like this: 

*Dominos are a great math tool in kinder. I recommend trying to find a set. I 
found one for around $5 at H.E.B last year in the toy aisle. 

4. Begin to practice counting 1-7. Practice counting backwards and from any 
number. Explain how 7 is equal to 7 ones. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=APqX79n_SZw&ab_channel=MissJessica
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BdU7sH2LdMk
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Wednesday  9/28/2022 Lessons

Phonics:

1. Practice writing the letter Ii using the attached Letter Practice worksheet 
(attached to the post). Focus on proper letter formation. While they form the 
letter, have them say both of the sounds letter Ii makes. 

Phonological Awareness: 

1. Say, “Listen to the word  ‘Less’.” Ask, “What is the first sound you hear in the 
word? /l/

2. Continue with the words fin, did, set, beg. Notice you aren’t asking for the 
letter, just for them to repeat the first sound. 
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Writing: Using Sentence Stems

1. Say, “ Today we are going to be using a new tool to help our writing! Sentence
stems!

2. Model a story and add a sentence below your picture using many short words. 
Good sentence stems to use are, “We can see a____” or “The ____ can go to the 
____.” “I like the _____”

3. Consider writing a few simple sentence stems and displaying them in your
learning area.

4. Allow independent writing time and encourage using a simple sentence stem. 
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ELA:
We will introduce an amazing website called Epic today. This is an online book 

database for elementary students.  

1. Go to https://www.getepic.com/sign-in Click “Class Code.”

2. Enter the code: ikx8123. Choose a Guest Profile. 

3. Search for the book “Apple Trees and the Seasons” at the top. 

4. Click play to have the book read to your child. 

5. Create the Apple Tree Craft by coloring, cutting, and pasting the apple tree 
together. What season does this apple tree look like it is growing in? 

https://www.getepic.com/sign-in
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Math: 

Number of the day: 8
1. Introduce the number 8 by watching the Sesame Street video at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cORUvLQRI_Y

2. Ask: “What is the number of the day!?” eight! Ask your child to clap 8 
times. Stomp 8 times. Sky write 8 multiple times. 

3. Make a circle map showing all the ways to show the number 8 like you did 
before. Make sure to show the number in written form, on a ten frame, in tally 
marks, in picture form, and on a domino.

4. Begin to practice counting 1-8. Practice counting backwards as well. Start 
from any number and count to 8. Explain how the number 8 is equal to 8 
ones. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cORUvLQRI_Y
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Thursday  09/30/2021 Lessons

Phonics: 

1. Complete the Find the Letter- Ii practice sheet. Have your child find all the 
uppercase and lowercase letter Ii. When they find one, have them say both 
sounds Ii makes. 

Phonological Awareness: 

1. Say, “Listen for the /m/ sound in theses words. If you hear a word that 
starts with the /m/ sound, raise your hand! Moon, cat, map, monkey, jump

2. Ask, “What is the first sound in each of these words?” Itch, internet, igloo
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Writing:

1. Say, “Today we will be learning about another set of words that we all know 
a lot about! Today we are going to learn about color words! So far we have 
learned about using our ABC chart, and then we learned about our sight 
words. Today we will learn about our colors and how they are words, too! 

2. “To introduce color words, we are going to read one of my favorite books, 
Brown Bear, Brown Bear. Read or watch it here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WST-B8zQleM

3. Print out the Color Words Chart if you don’t already have them in your 
learning environment. 

4. “Now we know that we can add in color words to our stories! I’m going to 
tell you a sentence and then you can help me add in a color word!” Write the 
sentence, “I see the ____ dog.” Ask, “what color should we use? Have your 
child fill in the color word. 

5. Say, “In your story today, I want us to try to add details by writing what color 
something was down below. We can use your color chart!” Allow for 
independent writing time. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WST-B8zQleM
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ELA:  Parts of an Apple 

1. Watch the song about the parts of an apple here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmnSBlZnz0Y

2. If you have one, cut open an apple and look inside. Discuss the parts you 
see. 

3. Complete the Label the Apple paper. 

Math: Number of the Day 9

1. Introduce the number 9 by watching the Sesame Street video at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=25SsCCCwmz8

2. Ask: “What is the number of the day!?” nine! Ask your child to clap 9 times. 
Stomp 9 times. Sky write 9 multiple times. 

3. Make a circle map showing all the ways to show the number 9 like you did 
before. Make sure to show the number in written form, on a ten frame, in tally 
marks, in picture form, and on a domino.

5. Begin to practice counting 1-9. Practice counting backwards and from any 
number. Explain that 9 is equal to 9 ones. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmnSBlZnz0Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=25SsCCCwmz8
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Friday  09/30/2022 Lessons

Phonics: 

1. Play a game where you say a list of words and if they have the /i/ or /Ī/sound 
in them, have your child jump in the air (you can mix up the motion). Lap, sit, 
mice, pup, phone, mint, ship

Phonological Awareness: 
1. Say, “Listen for the /t/ sound in theses words. If you hear a word that starts 
with the /t/ sound, raise your hand! toss, fib, bot, tie, tea

2. Ask, “What is the first sound in each of these words?” fish, feast, fight
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Writing: 

1. Say, “Wow we learned a lot this week! We learned how to stretch out sounds 
using our pretend  rubber band. We also learned how to use sentence stems 
and our color words chart to add sentences to our stories. I am so proud of you!

2. Continue with,  “Today, lets continue practicing what we learned this week. 
Let’s stretch out words and use sentence stems. Can we add details by adding a 
color word? What should you write about today? Let’s close our eyes and 
visualize!”

3. Allow for independent writing time.  

ELA: Heat changes things: Applesauce! 

1. Watch the Brainpop Jr video on heat here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZ29wg6ASik&ab_channel=JeantheVict
orXXVIII

3. Explain that heat can change an apple into applesauce! 

4. If you can, make applesauce! Recipe is on the next page.

5. In your science journal, draw a flow map to show how heat changed the 
apples. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZ29wg6ASik&ab_channel=JeantheVictorXXVIII
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Applesauce Recipe: 

Instructions
1. Combine all ingredients in a sauce pan and bring to a boil.
2. Reduce heat to a low simmer and cover.
3. Cook 15-20 minutes or until apples are very tender. 
4. Remove lid and simmer an additional 5 minutes to thicken.
5. Mash apples with a masher for a chunky consistency or     

blend/puree with an immersion blender for a smooth 
consistency.

6.   Serve warm or chilled.
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Math: 
Number of the day: 10

1. Introduce the number 10 by watching the Sesame Street video at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRiUEr89ep0

2. Ask: “What is the number of the day!?” ten! Ask your child to clap 10 
times. Stomp 10 times. Sky write 10 multiple times. 

3. Make a circle map showing all the ways to show the number 10 like you 
did before. Make sure to show the number in written form, on a ten frame 
(all full!), in tally marks (two sets of 5), in picture form, and on a domino.

5. Practice counting 0-10. Practice counting backwards and from any number.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRiUEr89ep0
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Name: ______________

Directions: Draw the stages of an apple tree during each season and label the season.

of an Apple Tree

©SheilaMelton2014

Seasons of an Apple Tree
Draw the stages of an apple tree and trace the word. 

Winter Spring 

Summer Fall 
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©Tara West

red

orange

green

blue

yellow

pink

Color Word Chart

purple gray

black

white

My Color Words!

orange

purple

green

yellow

white

blue

gray

pink

black

red
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Parts of an Apple

leaf seed skin stem core flesh

Name: _______________________

Cup of K 2017

Parts of an Apple!
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Parts of an Apple

leaf seed skin stem core flesh

Name: _______________________

Cup of K 2017

Parts of an Apple!
Answer Key

Leaf

flesh

seed

stem

skin

core


